A Learning Guide describes a promising IT-enabled intervention that can be deployed in a community to accelerate health care transformation.
There are several items to consider before developing and initiating an ADT alert program including the quality improvement and patient safety goals of the community, the interest in ADT alerts, as well as the composition and structure of the health care market. Communities that have been successful in implementing an automated ADT alert system also have some formalized health IT governance and structure arrangements, health information exchange capability, and experience working collaboratively to drive health care improvement.

**Lessons from the Beacon Community Experience.** The communities that contributed to this Learning Guide exist in a wide range of markets, including those with integrated health care delivery and those with little connection between systems. The shared experiences from the Beacon Communities related to implementing an automated ADT alert system and improving care transitions are organized into Implementation Objectives. These are the key lessons the communities wanted to share to increase the likelihood of success when implementing an automated ADT alert system, and include:

1. **Confirm that an ADT system supports the community’s goals and is feasible within the technology and financial landscape.**

   This Implementation Objective begins with a discussion of engaging partners and stakeholders, understanding the implementation costs and value proposition, assessing the existing technology landscape in order to inform the development of a project implementation plan, associated goals and selection of technology. This section describes the steps needed, including:
   - Engage support of appropriate partners and stakeholders
   - Clarify and articulate the local value proposition and funding requirements for ADT alerts
   - Assess the technology landscape for feasibility and develop a preliminary systems overview
   - Establish goals of the ADT alert system in driving clinical transformation

2. **Establish project scope, design, and an implementation plan.**

   To transition from community goals to an actionable plan, communities should consider the following:
   - Determine how the ADT alert project fits into the technical landscape
   - Enact or amend data use agreements to support ADT alerts
   - Select vendors to support the technical strategy
   - Develop an execution plan and begin with a pilot

3. **Evaluate the ongoing performance and impact of ADT alert system**

   Evaluation is an essential aspect of any quality improvement activity, including an ADT alert system program. Initial conversations around program goals and design should include a discussion of how the program will be evaluated. This section describes several areas in which measurement may be valuable, notes particular measures that may be used for monitoring and evaluating, and highlights the importance of ongoing monitoring and reporting.
4. **Obtain ADT information and transform into a clinically meaningful alerts**
This section provides an overview of the process for developing clinically meaningful ADT alerts from a community’s existing HIE infrastructure, while preserving security and data quality, accuracy, and utility. This section describes the steps needed, including considering security in data transport mechanisms and executing a 5-step transformation process.

5. **Integrate ADT alerts into care provider workflows**
This section provides guidance on specific planning activities required to successfully integrate ADT alerts into care provider workflows, with particular emphasis on cost considerations, identifying roles and responsibilities for the alert triage process, providing training and coaching to clinical and support staff, and integrating the alert process into the care provider workflow.
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